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There is an absolutely huge variety of weed seeds available online, and as the explosion of the
World Wide Web continues to grow so does the availability and the varieties. It is estimated that
there is 2000 unique strain of weed seeds to choose from although difficult you must be sure you
are buying your marijuana seeds from a trusted supplier such as The London Seed Centre.

The London Seed Centre is based in North West London UK, we are not simply an online shop with
a virtual premises, our centre is open to the public 6 days a week where you are welcome to come
to visit and have a look at our huge world wide collection and choose your weed seeds in person.
Alternatively you can use our online shop at www.londonseedcentre.co.uk, where our stocks of all
types of marijuana/ weed seeds are updated daily, including live stock levels available so that you
can be sure we can fulfil your order and assure you that your purchase is fresh.  Our committed staff
will take care of all your purchases in a professional, secure and discreet manner.

We are determined to retain our crown as the largest, highly trusted suppliers of weed seed in the
UK. Our customer service is second to none; as soon as the order is placed and paid for it will be
dispatched, in most cases the very same day!

Peruse our stock online or call 0208 208 0700 for advise and further information.

The London Seed Centre sell weed seeds purely for seed preservation or souvenirs unless you live
in a country where germinating marijuana seeds are legal. We do not endorse illegal activities in any
shape or form.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
Weed seeds from londonseedcentre.co.uk are in such high demand as they are of a superlative
calibre. We are leading market suppliers of the most desirable marijuana seeds at extremely
reasonable rates.
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